
INTERPRET:

“When I am addressed as 
‘Mr. President’, I turn to see whether you 

are not at my elbow.”

- William Howard Taft
                             to Teddy Roosevelt





UNIT 2  - DAY 1 5             

PROGRESSIVISM 
UNDER TAFT



in 1908, teddy roosevelt decided 
not to run for re-election...

his popularity meant that Americans 
wanted more of what TR had done

the next POTUS would need to follow 

in TR’s footsteps of reform

and that man was...

TR handpicks a trusted friend to run to 
replace him and continue his legacy



WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT
Friends w/ TR, Taft was hand-
picked to run in 1908 by TR & GOP
Teddy was so poPular that the people 
would elect whomever he chose

Taft was a hard-line conservative 
who served as TR’s Sec. of War
It was understood and assumed that 
Taft would execute & continue the 
reforms of the Roosevelt Era

With endorsements & campaigning 
from TR, Taft wins easily in 1908



WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT

taft’S LEGACY
his Failure to continue 
reforms split the GOP

Despite busting 90 trusts in 4 yrs, 
Taft was never as popular as TR 
although more successful than TR in 
trustbusting, he got little credit

He never felt like President!
discomfort in office led to 
overeating & he grew to 400 lbs

He’s the first president to throw 
out the first pitch at a MLB game









BUT, because of taft’s policies...

THE REPUBLICAN 

PARTY SPLITS



SPLIT OVER TARIFFS
Taft campaigned to lower tariffs on 
imports, bringing trade prices down

GOP House members pass the 
Payne-Aldrich Tariff

this would be a continuation of TR’s 
progressive agenda on trade

bill reversed rate reductions on 
imports, effectively raising tariffs

Instead of vetoing it, Taft breaks 
his campaign promise and signs it
he calls it “the best bill ever”

Progressives in the GOP feel 
betrayed!



SPLIT OVER conservation
Taft appoints Richard Ballinger as 
Secretary of the Interior

Ballinger sold 1 million acres of 
coal-rich Alaskan reserve lands

Ballinger was a wealthy lawyer who 
disapproved of conservationism

this protected federal property was 
sold to his big business friends

Progressive Republicans are 
outraged! 
Taft has reversed a reform of TR, 
taking land off TR’s protected list!



and then...

THE FINAL DIVIDE!



SPLIT OVER PARTY DIRECTION
By 1910, Taft’s policies had split 
the GOP into two factions:

The Conservatives followed Taft 
and sought to repeal TR’s reforms

The Progressives believed in TR’s 
philosophy, wanted further reform

blamed Taft for high cost of living 
(Tariffs), reversing TR conservation

CONSERVATIVES

progressives
vs.

GOP voters grew frustrated, 
displeased with the party



SPLIT OVER PARTY DIRECTION

The death knoll of the old GOP 
surrounded the Speaker of the 
House  Joseph Cannon

Cannon, a staunch conservative, 
refused put progressive bills on 
the floor for a vote
despite this lack of professionalism, 
Taft fully supported Cannon 

Progressives felted crossed, 
joined w/ Democrats to strip 
Cannon of power



the result is THE

ELECTION OF 1912



1912 - TR comes out of retirement 
& challenges Taft for POTUS

The campaign b/w TR and Taft 
turned nasty

first, he’d have to win GOP nomin.

each one threw slurs at the other
GOp primaries showed TR was the 
voter fav., but Taft is the incumbent

TR’s  delegates split from the 
party, form the Progressive 
Party, (Bull Moose Party)
they nominate TR for president as a 
3rd party candidate

THE GOP destroys itself





THE ELECTION OF WILSON
In 1912, Democrat WOODROW 

WILSON is ELECTED 

PRESIDENT

IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT THE ELECTION OF 1912

the GOP vote SPLIT b/w Taft and TR, ALLOWING 
WILSON TO WIN
americans showed a MANDATE FOR PROGRESSIVISM by 
giving 75% OF TOTAL VOTES to progressive candidates

wilson, a progressive, won OVERWHELMINGLY





 1) Differences between Roosevelt and Taft

2) The Election of 1912

3) Taft’s Background and Facts

CLOSURE

Write THREE things you 

learned today about:


